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The positions of the planets and house cusps at the time of your birth are given below.
The interpretation of this astrological data is divided into ten chapters as follows: I. Your
General Nature, II. Inner Responsiveness, III. Mentality, IV. Inner Needs - Desires Sexuality, V. Energy - Drive - Activity, VI. Expansiveness - Growth - Success,
VII.Seriousness - Concentration - Limitations, VIII. Originality - Spontaneity Independence, IX. Imagination - Ideals - Spirituality, X. Compulsiveness - Fate Mission.
General Guidelines
Some of the interpretations given in the 'chapter highlights' section may appear in two
chapters because these particular interpretations are appropriate for both chapters. It does
not denote greater strength of this interpretation.If you find the same theme showing up
repeatedly in the interpretations, then this factor is particularly strong. Interpretations
given in the 'Chapter Highlights' section of each chapter are ordered with the strongest
influences first.If two interpretations sound contradictory, then this simply means that
you express opposite qualities at different times and in different situations.
Remember also that astrology is not fatalistic; astrology is a key to understanding the
cosmic energies that influence your decisions, and it provides a map of the best path to
follow.

Natal Chart Positions & Placidus House Cusps
Planet
Sun
Moon
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto
Midheaven
Ascendant

Sign
Pisces
Capricorn
Pisces
Aquarius
Taurus
Cancer
Scorpio
Cancer
Libra
Leo
Sagittarius
Pisces

Position
27°Pi51'
26°Cp12'
01°Pi44'
16°Aq44'
14°Ta28'
19°Ca53'
20°Sc54'
23°Ca40'
27°Li38'
24°Le50'
26°Sg37'
21°Pi48'

House
01st
11th
12th
12th
02nd
05th
08th
05th
07th
06th
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01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

House
21°Pi48'
11°Ta11'
07°Ge22'
26°Ge37'
15°Ca14'
08°Le48'
21°Vi48'
11°Sc11'
07°Sg22'
26°Sg37'
15°Cp14'
08°Aq48'

Chapter I.

Your General Nature

Approach, Attitude
Your strong sense of identification and empathy with others can make you feel closer
to them than they feel toward you, so allow their own defenses to have some space. Your
extreme willingness to help makes you a fine partner but an easy mark, so careful!
Ascendant in Pisces

Key Quality
You are sensitive, sympathetic, and easily take on the needs and hurts of others,
sometimes to the exclusion of your own. You are able to adapt well to emotional
situations as long as you do not let them overwhelm you or put yourself under another's
control
Sun in Pisces

Key Activity
You have a very direct approach toward others and can engage them easily, making
you a good sales person or front for an organization. Nevertheless, you are very much
your own person and will not likely promote something in which you disbelieve.
Sun in First House

Chapter Highlights
Your personality may not seem to directly suggest the reputation you would like to
achieve, so you may have to call on others to do the public relations necessary to get it
where you want it. In any case, you should avoid being your own P.R. person.
Sun Square Midheaven

Orb: 01°14'

You have a good innate sense of judgment and timing in how and with whom you
express your feelings. By being in touch with yourself you can also help stabilize others
and be a welcome shoulder to lean on, an advisor by example as well as word.
Moon Sextile Sun

Orb: 01°39'

A good sense of originality in developing a relationship will tend to keep things
interesting for both you and a partner without pushing things too far or going over the
deep end. When things get boring, you can count on a flash of inspiration.
Sun Trine Uranus

Orb: 04°10'

Quick confidence and a certain personal immediacy are the first qualities to be
noticed by others, which can put you at the center of attention when you so desire. Just

take care to give each person you deal with full space for mutual communication.
Sun Conjunct Ascendant

Orb: 06°03'

You have a good solid feeling of the overall permissible pace of a relationship, how
far and how fast to go so as not to hit stumbling blocks from haste. The long-term affair
is your best and will bring you and your partner the greatest rewards also.
Sun Trine Saturn

Orb: 06°56'

You have a nice easy, broad sense of personal pacing that allows you to cover a lot of
ground without appearing to, with large, relaxed sweeps. You will be able to gently open
up more introverted types and broaden their world, open their hearts.
Sun Trine Jupiter

Orb: 07°57'

Chapter II.

Inner Responsiveness

Key Quality
You react to others cautiously but firmly so you seldom give yourself the chance to
make the same mistake twice. Loyalty has high priority but consistency has the highest,
making you a firm friend (or adversary) to be counted on at every turn.
Moon in Capricorn

Key Activity
You have a flair for making friends in the right places, as your response to situations
always shows class (in the truest sense of the word). Don't let this get you in over your
head in situations where you would rather back off & quietly be yourself.
Moon in Eleventh House

Chapter Highlights
Dissembling responses to others appear to be self-protective, but sow confusion and
distrust in the long run, so take extra care to say what you mean, mean what you say.
Better to say nothing than to give an easy, but misleading, reply.
Moon Square Neptune

Orb: 01°26'

You have a good innate sense of judgment and timing in how and with whom you
express your feelings. By being in touch with yourself you can also help stabilize others
and be a welcome shoulder to lean on, an advisor by example as well as word.
Moon Sextile Sun

Orb: 01°39'

Sudden changes of heart may come quite naturally and logically to you but can leave
others' feelings in disarray, so strive for at least the appearance of consistency in your
reactions, even to the point of stretching the truth with a white lie at times
Moon Opposite Uranus

Orb: 02°32'

Your emotional reactions are well in tune with your physical response, making your
body language accurately reflect what you are saying and feeling. This adds a social ease
and grace that others may lack, so give them the benefit of the doubt.
Moon Sextile Ascendant

Orb: 04°24'

You stand rock steady behind your emotional response to another and are not likely to
change the way you feel once your feelings have crystallized. This makes you a superior
friend in the long haul, who can be depended upon in a crisis down the road.
Moon Sextile Saturn

Orb: 05°18'

You either barely stick your toe in the pool or just dive right in with a splash, neither

of which may be much in sync with what others around you are doing. You may have to
either prime or bank your enthusiasm, to stay in contact with a partner.
Moon Opposite Jupiter

Orb: 06°19'

Chapter III.

Mentality

Key Quality
You have an intuitive sense of what is going on in a relationship, but don't be too
vocal about it, as the other party may not know or even be ready for what you have to
say. Gently lead forth and develop the directions you see so that both share.
Mercury in Pisces

Key Activity
Your ideas will serve you best if they are not too widely spread into the open but are
the advice of the power behind the throne. Plot well, but let others execute your plots, lest
you get executed yourself. A good ghost writer, with all its freedom.
Mercury in Twelfth House

Chapter Highlights
You have a far-ranging imagination, but one that does not leave reality behind, so you
can be a wealth of practical fantasy for your partner. Spiritual feelings can be wellexpressed as well as felt within, making them doubly rewarding and sharable.
Mercury Trine Neptune

Orb: 04°06'

The urge to express yourself strongly may be hard to overcome at times, but put a
cork on it in the absence of a close, understanding partner. What you just know to be
right could be dead wrong, so don't expose your flank to your enemies or rivals.
Mercury Opposite Pluto

Orb: 06°55'

Chapter IV.

Inner Needs - Desires - Sexuality

Key Quality
Your desires are diverse, but not flighty, and you're ready for a second helping of
anything, as long as it's not the only thing being served. You know your desires well, but
for this reason may find it difficult to get completely enthralled in any one.
Venus in Aquarius

Key Activity
It is important to carefully focus and define your desires, lest thoughtless
implementation of them get you into trouble or leave you unsatisfied. Longer, rather than
shorter, relationships will give you more chance to do this and are hence preferable.
Venus in Twelfth House

Chapter Highlights
Sexual desire and opportunity tend not to come at the same time and you are best off
developing a single relationship than pursuing fantasies abroad which are unlikely to
come true. Getting to know you and your partner's needs in depth is a must.
Venus Square Mars

Orb: 02°16'

A tendency to cut off your pleasures before you have enjoyed them to the fullest may
leave you unsatisfied and a partner who will insist you go an extra mile will do you good.
There is every profit in relaxing and letting yourself go, so go to it.
Venus Square Saturn

Orb: 04°10'

Chapter V

Energy - Drive - Activity

Key Quality
You are a steady lover with plenty of follow-through, not easily worn out as some
are. You may wear your partner out for this same reason, so be ready to back off when
enough is enough. In general your style of approach is patient and winning withal.
Mars in Taurus

Key Activity
You like to see your efforts in a relationship pay off tangibly. You shoot with
sincerity and rather expect to be dealt with the same, according to the rules of honor.
Sometimes all's not so fair in love and war, so be straight but take care.
Mars in Second House

Chapter Highlights
Sexual desire and opportunity tend not to come at the same time and you are best off
developing a single relationship than pursuing fantasies abroad which are unlikely to
come true. Getting to know you and your partner's needs in depth is a must.
Venus Square Mars

Orb: 02°16'

Stop and go energies where you are rolling along and then suddenly run out of gas
can torpedo you unless you design your involvements with available stopping places for a
breather. A brief pause indeed refreshes if you allow the space for it.
Mars Opposite Saturn

Orb: 06°27'

Chapter VI.

Expansiveness - Growth - Success

Key Quality
Your ideal relationship structure is a warm and cozy love affair by a perpetual home
fire, wherever you may be. You build a loving nest around yourselves emotionally which
others find charming, if dated. That's ok, with God and Darwin on your side!
Jupiter in Cancer

Key Activity
You are at your most creative when at play, love, and general amusement, which
makes you pleasant company, though some may criticize you for not taking things
seriously enough. Actually, what you take seriously is joy, and don't hesitate to say it.
Jupiter in Fifth House

Chapter Highlights
You have an innately correct judgment of how society at large will respond to your
actions, which is a useful talent in most financial or public endeavors. This will allow you
to function well in the outer world, whatever is going on within you.
Jupiter Trine Saturn

Orb: 01°01'

A good sense of when and how much to assert yourself in personal interaction allows
you to get in a maximum contribution without wearing out your welcome. You can
dominate the play while being in what appears to be only a supporting role.
Jupiter Trine Ascendant

Orb: 01°54'

You have a very original streak that allows you to see the true value and merit of
massively innovative moves that may be more than others can swallow at first approach.
Be ready to be flexible but be insistent upon what you know to be the right steps
Jupiter Conjunct Uranus

Orb: 03°47'

You either barely stick your toe in the pool or just dive right in with a splash, neither
of which may be much in sync with what others around you are doing. You may have to
either prime or bank your enthusiasm, to stay in contact with a partner.
Moon Opposite Jupiter

Orb: 06°19'

It can be very easy to get lost when trying to make a major new stride unless you take
special effort to plot your course before you depart on your journey. Clear skies at the
start do not imply clear weather to come, so don't proceed unaware; ask.
Jupiter Square Neptune

Orb: 07°45'

You have a nice easy, broad sense of personal pacing that allows you to cover a lot of

ground without appearing to, with large, relaxed sweeps. You will be able to gently open
up more introverted types and broaden their world, open their hearts.
Sun Trine Jupiter

Orb: 07°57'

Chapter VII.

Seriousness - Concentration Limitations

Key Quality
Your innermost security is based on solitude and communion with yourself, which is
best not shared with a partner. However close a relationship becomes, you will need that
still inner sanctum for your own strength and for lending strength to others.
Saturn in Scorpio

Key Activity
You have a deep concern for that which is old and venerable, not in an outward
fashion but in a need to preserve the ancient ways of doing and thinking in mankind. This
may draw you to researchers or occultists who seek the same goal that you want.
Saturn in Eighth House

Chapter Highlights
A certain deliberateness of gait tends to add firmness & credibility to your
appearance, implying reliability and a shoulder someone could lean on. This may be
simply exterior but it bears physical attraction to some and should be cashed in on.
Saturn Trine Ascendant

Orb: 00°54'

You have an innately correct judgment of how society at large will respond to your
actions, which is a useful talent in most financial or public endeavors. This will allow you
to function well in the outer world, whatever is going on within you.
Jupiter Trine Saturn

Orb: 01°01'

You have a good sense of how to develop your insights and bring them to earth where
they will do your self and others some good. This may make you slow to reveal them
until they are ready for use, so your friends may have to wait until you are ready.
Saturn Trine Uranus

Orb: 02°46'

Inner restrictions and controls can make it hard to accept and live with the
impositions of others without returning the favor in kind manyfold. Power plays are easy
to get into, hard to get out of, so do your best to avoid needless ensnarements.
Saturn Square Pluto

Orb: 03°55'

A tendency to cut off your pleasures before you have enjoyed them to the fullest may
leave you unsatisfied and a partner who will insist you go an extra mile will do you good.
There is every profit in relaxing and letting yourself go, so go to it.
Venus Square Saturn

Orb: 04°10'

You stand rock steady behind your emotional response to another and are not likely to
change the way you feel once your feelings have crystallized. This makes you a superior
friend in the long haul, who can be depended upon in a crisis down the road.
Moon Sextile Saturn

Orb: 05°18'

Stop and go energies where you are rolling along and then suddenly run out of gas
can torpedo you unless you design your involvements with available stopping places for a
breather. A brief pause indeed refreshes if you allow the space for it.
Mars Opposite Saturn

Orb: 06°27'

You have a good solid feeling of the overall permissible pace of a relationship, how
far and how fast to go so as not to hit stumbling blocks from haste. The long-term affair
is your best and will bring you and your partner the greatest rewards also.
Sun Trine Saturn

Orb: 06°56'

Chapter VIII. Originality - Spontaneity Independence

Key Quality
You have a tendency to hide your deepest opinions of others until you have become
very close to them. This hesitance of self disclosure may prevent you from getting close
to begin with, so you can probably be more free with your insights about others.
Uranus in Cancer

Key Activity
You take pleasure and recreation from past-times, pursuits that provide a maximum
of immediate surprise and challenge. You share these best with others who can plunge
headlong into the fun with a minimum of trammels which might impede your
spontaneity.
Uranus in Fifth House

Chapter Highlights
Your natural body language can be extremely helpful in communicating the essence
of what you have to say. If you can't always say exactly what you are trying to get across,
then simply show it with a gesture, a smile, or a revelatory glance that tells.
Uranus Trine Ascendant

Orb: 01°53'

Sudden changes of heart may come quite naturally and logically to you but can leave
others' feelings in disarray, so strive for at least the appearance of consistency in your
reactions, even to the point of stretching the truth with a white lie at times
Moon Opposite Uranus

Orb: 02°32'

You have a good sense of how to develop your insights and bring them to earth where
they will do your self and others some good. This may make you slow to reveal them
until they are ready for use, so your friends may have to wait until you are ready.
Saturn Trine Uranus

Orb: 02°46'

You have a very original streak that allows you to see the true value and merit of
massively innovative moves that may be more than others can swallow at first approach.
Be ready to be flexible but be insistent upon what you know to be the right steps
Jupiter Conjunct Uranus

Orb: 03°47'

Where you believe life is leading you and where you actually wind up may be rather
different, but do not reject who and what you are because it isn't what you expected (an
easy mistake). Take what's there as a bottom line & build your dreams there.
Uranus Square Neptune

Orb: 03°58'

A good sense of originality in developing a relationship will tend to keep things
interesting for both you and a partner without pushing things too far or going over the
deep end. When things get boring, you can count on a flash of inspiration.
Sun Trine Uranus

Orb: 04°10'

Chapter IX.

Imagination - Ideals - Spirituality

Key Quality
If there is anything you most desire in a relationship, it is fairness and justice and
equality. Unfortunately, it is hard to get them to come together at the same time: fairness
to one is tyranny to another. The art of loving compromise is the way.
Neptune in Libra

Key Activity
You will likely have a strong attraction to wafty, nebulous persons whose charm is
heightened by their inability to be pinned down. Ah, the elusive lover! If you're going to
follow this one, better have your feet on the ground or nothing lasting will be
Neptune in Seventh House

Chapter Highlights
You are self-sacrificing and devoted to your career. Your humili ty and selflessness
often go unnoticed by others. You are well s uited to the helping professions. You also
have good intuitive a nd psychic abilities.
Neptune Sextile Midheaven

Orb: 01°01'

Dissembling responses to others appear to be self-protective, but sow confusion and
distrust in the long run, so take extra care to say what you mean, mean what you say.
Better to say nothing than to give an easy, but misleading, reply.
Moon Square Neptune

Orb: 01°26'

Inner beliefs and convictions will go hand in hand with fantasies, allowing clear and
forceful expression of inner needs even when it does not seem likely or even possible.
Faith and trust will not break, but overrun all barriers that arise.
Neptune Sextile Pluto

Orb: 02°49'

Where you believe life is leading you and where you actually wind up may be rather
different, but do not reject who and what you are because it isn't what you expected (an
easy mistake). Take what's there as a bottom line & build your dreams there.
Uranus Square Neptune

Orb: 03°58'

You have a far-ranging imagination, but one that does not leave reality behind, so you
can be a wealth of practical fantasy for your partner. Spiritual feelings can be wellexpressed as well as felt within, making them doubly rewarding and sharable.
Mercury Trine Neptune

Orb: 04°06'

It can be very easy to get lost when trying to make a major new stride unless you take

special effort to plot your course before you depart on your journey. Clear skies at the
start do not imply clear weather to come, so don't proceed unaware; ask.
Jupiter Square Neptune

Orb: 07°45'

Chapter X.

Compulsiveness - Fate - Mission

Key Quality
You are of a generation that believed it could change the world through belief,
determination and sheer right. Although the mark was made, you thought you were in
charge -- and that was your loss, for no one ever is. We have but to influence for better.
Pluto in Leo

Key Activity
You may find that you can control people best by securing a grip over the kind of
things they don't like to do for themselves, but have to have: service areas in general.
Enjoy the power, but be faithful to the responsibility that goes along with it.
Pluto in Sixth House

Chapter Highlights
A reputation for strength, forcefulness, and will is nice to have and where you can't
live up to it you generally won't have to. Nevertheless, what people say about you will
endure, so put your ear to the ground and listen for the good word.
Pluto Trine Midheaven

Orb: 01°47'

Inner beliefs and convictions will go hand in hand with fantasies, allowing clear and
forceful expression of inner needs even when it does not seem likely or even possible.
Faith and trust will not break, but overrun all barriers that arise.
Neptune Sextile Pluto

Orb: 02°49'

Inner restrictions and controls can make it hard to accept and live with the
impositions of others without returning the favor in kind manyfold. Power plays are easy
to get into, hard to get out of, so do your best to avoid needless ensnarements.
Saturn Square Pluto

Orb: 03°55'

The urge to express yourself strongly may be hard to overcome at times, but put a
cork on it in the absence of a close, understanding partner. What you just know to be
right could be dead wrong, so don't expose your flank to your enemies or rivals.
Mercury Opposite Pluto

Orb: 06°55'

